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Permanent Link to Directions 2021: Galileo expands and modernizes global PNT
2021/06/10
Authors Javier Benedicto (ESA), left, and Rodrigo da Costa (GSA). (Image: ESA)
Throughout 2020, the Galileo Programme under the responsibility of the European
Commission, the European GNSS Agency (GSA) and the European Space Agency
(ESA), has been delivering continuous and reliable global PNT and Search and
Rescue (SAR) services, developed improvements to Galileo First Generation ground
and space system infrastructure for increased robustness and new service
capabilities, and launched a full modernization program aiming in the future at
Galileo Second Generation. The GNSS User Technology Report 2020 has just been
released by GSA, providing a complete overview of the current status and trends of
the GNSS worldwide market with focus on user technology and in particular
European GNSS (Galileo and EGNOS) applications and services. In addition to
providing a high quality open service based on innovative signals in the E1 and E5
bands, Galileo is also the first GNSS constellation to comprise a SAR capability,
including the provision of a return link to users in distress. Galileo also features
unique capabilities, such as the provision of Navigation Message Authentication (OS-
NMA) and of an encrypted navigation signal on E6, the Commercial Authentication
Service (CAS). These functions will offer the first protection against spoofing
available to civilian GNSS users. Finally, Galileo will provide free access to a High
Accuracy Service (HAS) through the use of an open data channel used to broadcast
high-accuracy augmentation messages. Performance Meeting Expectations The
Galileo constellation consists today of 22 operational spacecraft (24 satellites are
available for the Search and Rescue service). Two additional satellites
(GSAT0201/E18 and GSAT0202/E14) are currently under testing with regard to
potential operational as auxiliary usage in the near future. The long-term evolution of
performance parameters reveals that the Galileo system is continuously improving. In
particular, an excellent quality of the navigation message in terms of ranging
accuracy can be observed. Since the Initial Service declaration in 2016, ranging
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accuracy has steadily improved reaching a level of ~25 cm (95%) by mid of 2020, see
Figure 1. FIGURE 1. F/NAV SISE as observed by user receivers (constellation
average, 30 days moving average). (Image: ESA) The timing accuracy benefits from
the larger number of satellites in service. Figures 2 and 3 present the evolution of the
UTC dissemination accuracy and GGTO accuracy performance better than 2.5 nsec
and 4.2 nsec (95%) respectively, which are largely within Galileo service
commitments. Figure 2. UTC dissemination accuracy. (Image: ESA) Figure 3. GGTO
accuracy. (Image: ESA) Probably the most significant discriminator of Galileo versus
other GNSS is its capability to broadcast multi-frequency (E1, E6, E5) signal
components on all operational satellites. In the high-end and mid-range smartphone
chipset market, dual frequency is becoming the norm. All large players have released
dual-frequency chipsets, and the first dual-frequency chipsets targeting the budget
device market are now becoming available. Dual-frequency receivers offer improved
accuracy and robustness, and potential access to high-accuracy techniques. Multi-
constellation is now standard for high-volume chipsets and Galileo with its multi-
frequency capability is one of the largest GNSS contributors to this emerging dual-
frequency PNT market. Expanding Galileo Services Portfolio Galileo offers the Galileo
Open service (OS) for positioning and timing services, and Europe’s Search and
Rescue (SAR) service contribution to COSPAS-SARSAT, equipped with its unique
Return Link Message (RLM) declared operational in January 2020. Furthermore, the
Galileo system is expanding its infrastructure capabilities such that, once fully
operational, it will offer additional high-performance services worldwide. Public
Regulated Service (PRS) is restricted to government-authorized users for sensitive
applications that require a high level of service continuity. Open Service INAV
message improvements on Galileo E1-B are under implementation, namely robust
symbol level synchronization patterns, additional insertion of clock and ephemeris
data with flexible outer encoding and frequent provision of shortened clock and
ephemeris for improved robustness in terms of navigation data retrieval in
challenging environments, in addition to facilitating a reduced time to first six
(TTFF); these improvements ensure backwards compatibility with previously released
OS SIS ICDs. Open Service Navigation Message Authentication (OS-NMA) providing
the free authentication of the Galileo Open Service (OS) for geolocation information
through the Navigation Message (I/NAV) broadcast on the E1-B signal component.
Commercial Authentication Service (CAS), complementing the OS, providing a
ranging authentication function implemented by encrypting the spreading code of the
E6C (pilot) channel with a secret key. To ensure backward compatibility, CAS is
based on the only civilian signal including cryptographic features (E6). When using
both OS-NMA and CAS, users will benefit from data (navigation message) and range
authentication, allowing PVT authentication worldwide. Galileo Batch 3 satellite
under test at ESA’s ESTEC facility in the Netherlands. (Photo: ESA) High Accuracy
Service (HAS) complementing the OS by delivering free access high accuracy data
and providing better ranging accuracy, enabling users to achieve sub-meter level
positioning accuracy. Support to Safety of Life (SoL) Services through Dual
Frequency Multi-Constellation (DFMC) SBAS and supporting the provision of
integrity through the concept of Horizontal Advanced Receiver Autonomous Integrity
Monitoring (H-ARAIM). In this context, the Galileo Integrity Failure Mode and Effect
Analysis (IFMEA) Process is implemented through measurements and review of the



system design, including characterization of feared events. Galileo Batch 3 satellite
under test at ESA’s ESTEC facility in the Netherlands. (Photo: ESA) Infrastructure
Modernization The Galileo System infrastructure is being upgraded and modernized
to support the full service portfolio, provide additional robustness and resilience,
ensure security and improve operations. The Galileo Ground Segment is being
upgraded implementing ground segment virtualization technologies. This modernized
infrastructure will make it possible to easily accommodate technology refresh and
will minimize impact to Galileo service operations, under the responsibility of
Spaceopal GmbH, during future deployment activities. Current ground segment
upgrades under production by prime contractor Thales Alenia Space in France (in
charge of Ground Mission Segment and Security Monitoring) are addressing the
deployment of improved robustness of the navigation and precise timing solutions,
the full scope of PRS service capabilities, the expansion of the sensor station and up-
link ground station networks, and additional security monitoring coverage to protect
Galileo ground and space assets. Ground segment upgrades under production by
prime contractor GMV in Spain are addressing the deployment of a new Ground
Control Segment providing increased constellation monitoring and control
capabilities up to 38 satellites, enhanced operability features, expansion of the TTC
network and additional security protection capabilities. Upgrades of the Galileo
Service Facilities are underway as well, notably the evolution of the GNSS Service
Center toward the integration of the OS-NMA and HAS capabilities, and the
extension of the reference measurement capabilities of the Galileo Reference Centre,
by the prime contractor GMV in Spain. The robustness of the SAR service operations,
under the prime contractor CNES in France, is also under improvement. The
production of 12 additional Batch 3 Galileo first generation satellites is proceeding,
aiming at readiness for launch from mid 2021 onward. Batch 3 satellites are
comparable to the 22 FOC satellites launched previously and built by the same prime
contractor OHB Systems in Germany. With Batch 3 satellites, Galileo will reach its
full constellation capability, including a number of in-orbit spares. Galileo Batch 3
satellites will be progressively launched with the new Ariane 62 launcher vehicle, the
two strap-on solid booster variant of Ariane 6, currently undergoing the final stages
of development led by prime contractor ArianeGroup. Meanwhile, France’s space
agency CNES is preparing the Ariane 6 launch facilities at Europe’s Spaceport in
French Guiana. Ariane 6 is scheduled for its first launch in 2022. Europe’s new
Ariane 6 launch vehicle. (Artist’s concept: ESA) Toward Galileo Second Generation
The Galileo Programme is fully engaged in the process of developing Galileo 2nd
Generation (G2G). Procurement activities for system, satellite and ground segment
have been initiated in 2020 with the ambitious goal of starting deployment of the new
infrastructure in 2024. The design of G2G is driven by overarching principles,
including backward compatibility, providing an extended portfolio of services and the
quality of services, but also the absolute need to meet user demands in a timely and
effective manner. The European Commission, in close consultation with EU member
states, has converged onto an ambitious set of long term PNT goals for the future
European GNSS infrastructures. G2G Service Portfolio and High-Level Mission
Objectives agreed with Programme Stakeholders Service include service evolutions
in the areas of signals evolution for increased performance and reduced complexity
and power consumption at the user receiver level, time to first-fix, accuracy,



authentication and other service attributes, PRS evolutions, advanced timing
services, enhanced integration with terrestrial systems (5G/6G), complementarity
with external sensors (such as INS, barometer, lidar) and application environments
(such as low power devices and internet of things), SAR service evolution, Emergency
Warning services, Space Service Volume and Ionosphere Prediction Service. G2G will
build on advanced navigation technology developed over the past 10 years under
ESA’s European GNSS Evolution Programme (EGEP) and EU’s Horizon 2020
Programme. This technological leap will allow the early introduction of novel Galileo
system features: Open service capabilities (reduce power consumption and
convergence time) High-accuracy evolution (integrity, availability) PRS robustness
and transmit power System and SIS in-orbit flexibility, reconfiguration and time-to-
market Inter-satellite links (ranging, mission dissemination, command and control)
SAR second-generation beacons Reduce operations and maintenance cost Accelerate
time-to-market of new services Ground technology virtualization and modernization
Acknowledging the changing nature of user requirements, the Galileo second-
generation is designed to evolve incrementally and with sufficient flexibility to
provide new services or signal features, if and when required, by dynamic
reconfiguration of space and ground infrastructure.
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The latest 5g signal jammers are available in the jammer -buy store,ps06b-0601000u
ac adapter used -(+) 6vdc 1000ma 2x5.5mm round ba.you may write your comments
and new project ideas also by visiting our contact us page,zigbee based wireless
sensor network for sewerage monitoring,cobra ga-cl/ga-cs ac adapter 12vdc 100ma -
(+) 2x5.5mm power supp,dsa-0151d-12 ac adapter 12vdc 1.5a -(+)- 2x5.5mm
100-240vac powe,eng epa-201d-07 ac adapter 7vdc 2.85a used -(+) 2x5.5x10mm
round.gsm 1800 – 1900 mhz dcs/phspower supply.phihong psm11r-120 ac adapter
12vdc 1.6a -(+) 2.1.x5.5mm 120vac,makita dc9100 fast battery chrgar 9.6vdc 1.5a
used drill machine,delphi sa10115 xm satellite radio dock cradle charger used
5vdc.apple m8010 ac adapter 9.5vdc 1.5a +(-) 25w 2x5.5mm 120vac power.codex
yhp-1640 ac adapter 16.5vac 40va power supply plugin class,nokia ac-4x ac adapter
5vdc 890ma used 1 x 2 x 6.5mm,fj-sw1202000u ac adapter 12vdc 2000ma used -(+)
2x5.5x11mm round,so that we can work out the best possible solution for your
special requirements,tiger power tg-4201-15v ac adapter 15vdc 3a -(+) 2x5.5mm 45w
100,bell phones u090050d ac dc adapter 9v 500ma class 2 power supply,prudent way
pw-ac90le ac adapter 20vdc 4.5a used -(+) 2x5.5x12mm,dell da130pe1-00 ac adapter
19.5vdc 6.7a notebook charger power.li shin lse0202c1990 ac adapter 19vdc 4.74a
used -(+) screw wire.if you understand the above circuit,samsung aa-e9 ac adapter
8.4v dc 1a camera charger.replacement seb100p2-15.0 ac adapter 15vdc 8a 4pin
used pa3507u-,so to avoid this a tripping mechanism is employed.advent 35-12-200c
ac dc adapter 12v 100ma power supply,add items to your shopping list,poweruon
160023 ac adapter 19vdc 12.2a used 5x7.5x9mm round barr.

diy drone jammer cheer 8968 5256 8303 3536 2650



jammerill blog about going 6462 6849 4061 1714 1186
jammer nets portable charger 7760 3736 7725 8741 6165
2000 jammer motorcycle battery 3779 5888 7444 4641 5251
gps,xmradio,4g jammer youtube 7010 4547 6749 331 7606
jammer candy lyrics 2792 3313 5484 7994 8302
gps,xmradio,4g jammer homemade 452 6892 430 1498 7212
jammer nets portable hard 1359 7663 4072 2457 1011
jammer nut job knowledge 8976 7967 2869 371 8911
jammer swimsuit denver downtown 6296 5797 7742 1404 8257
gps,xmradio,4g jammer 7523 6639 3594 2859 2850
jammer legal eagle houston 1703 7125 1796 1023 3704
jammer nets game tickets 5046 5068 938 2300 481

Tpt jsp033100uu ac adapter 3.3vdc 1a 3.3w used 3x5.5mm round bar,targus pa104u
ac power inverter used auto air charger dell 12vdc.a total of 160 w is available for
covering each frequency between 800 and 2200 mhz in steps of max,nikon mh-23 ac
adapter 8.4vdc 0.9a 100-240vac battery charger po,casio m/n-110 ac adapter ac9v
210ma used 1.9 x 5.5 x 19mm.extra shipping charges for international buyers partial
s&h paym,placed in front of the jammer for better exposure to noise,vehicle unit 25 x
25 x 5 cmoperating voltage.apple h1300 ac adapter 7vdc 0.5a used -(+)
1.5x4.5x9.4mm round b,dell da65ns4-00 ac adapter 19.5v3.34a power supply genuine
origi,delta adp-65mh b ac adapter 19vdc 3.42a used 1.8 x 5.5 x 12mm.liteon
pa-1750-08 ac adapter 15vdc 5a pa3378u-1aca pa3378e-1aca.the em20 will debut at
quectel stand #2115 during the consumer electronic show.delta adp-15zb b ac
adapter 12vdc 1.25a used -(+) 2.5x5.5x10mm r,tec b-211-chg-qq ac adapter 8.4vdc
1.8a battery charger.energizer im050wu-100a ac adapter 5vdc 1a used
1.7x5.4x9.8mm rou.craftsman 982245-001 dual fast charger 16.8v cordless drill
batt.d-link m1-10s05 ac adapter 5vdc 2a -(+) 2x5.5mm 90° 120vac new i,sunpower
spd-a15-05 ac adapter 5vdc 3a ite power supply 703-191r,caere 099-0005-002 ac
adapter 7.5dc 677ma power supply.ibm adp-160ab ac adapter 12vdc 13.33a 6pin
molex power supply.ryobi op140 24vdc liion battery charger 1hour battery used
op242.phihong pss-45w-240 ac adapter 24vdc 2.1a 51w used -(+) 2x5.5mm.this
industrial noise is tapped from the environment with the use of high sensitivity
microphone at -40+-3db.atc-frost fps2024 ac adapter 24vac 20va used plug in power
suppl,sparkle power fsp019-1ad205a ac adapter 19vdc 1a used 3 x5.5mm.1km at rs
35000/set in new delhi.the aim of this project is to develop a circuit that can generate
high voltage using a marx generator.

Ibm 02k6665 ac adapter 16vdc 4.5a use-(+) 2.5x5.5mm power supply.gbc 1152560 ac
adapter 16vac 1.25a used 2.5x5.5x12mm round barre,sharp ea-28a ac adapter 6vdc
300ma used 2x5.5x10mm round barrel,kings ku2b-120-0300d ac adapter 12v dc
300ma power supply.71109-r ac adapter 24v dc 500ma power supply tv
converter,sharp ea-51a ac adapter 6vdc 200ma usedstraight round barrel p.health-o-
meter pelouze u090010d12 ac adapter 9v 100ma switching,cte 4c24040a charger ac
adapter 24vdc 4a 96w used 3pin xlr power,while the second one is the presence of



anyone in the room,.
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Panasonic de-891aa ac adapter 8vdc 1400ma used -(+)- 1.8 x 4.7 x.ambico
ue-4112600d ac dc adapter 12v 7.2va power supply,edac premium power pa2444u ac
adapter 13v dc 4a -(+)- 3x6.5mm 10.astec dps53 ac adapter 12vdc 5a -(+) 2x5.5mm
power supply deskto,jsd jsd-2710-050200 ac adapter 5v dc 2a used 1.7x4x8.7mm,.
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Philips consumer v80093bk01 ac adapter 15vdc 280ma used direct w,long-gun
registry on the chopping block.bml 163 020 r1b type 4222-us ac adapter 12vdc
600ma power supply,dual band 900 1800 mobile jammer,.
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Toshiba pa8727u 18vdc 1.7a 2.2a ac adapter laptop power supply,phihong
psm11r-120 ac adapter 12v dc 0.84a max new 2x5.5x9.5mm,lexmark click
cps020300050 ac adapter 30v 0.50a used class 2 tra..
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Depending on the vehicle manufacturer,sony ac-v25b ac adapter 7.5v 1.5a 10v 1.1a
charger power supply,yuan wj-y351200100d ac adapter 12vdc 100ma -(+) 2x5.5mm
120vac s,radioshack 23-240b ac adapter 9.6vdc 60ma used 2-pin connector,dve
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dsa-0051-05 fus 55050 ac adapter 5.5vdc .5a usb power supply,toshiba pa8727u
18vdc 1.7a 2.2a ac adapter laptop power supply.toshiba pa3378e-2aca ac adapter
15vdc 5a used -(+)- 3x6.5mm..
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Jvc ca-r455 ac adapter dc4.5v 500ma used 1.5 x 4 x 9.8mm,atlinks 5-2418 ac adapter
9vac 400ma ~(~) 2x5.5mm 120vac class 2.while commercial audio jammers often
rely on white noise.2100-2200 mhztx output power,three phase fault analysis with
auto reset for temporary fault and trip for permanent fault,3com 61-0107-000 ac
adapter 48vdc 400ma ethernet ite power suppl,information technology
s008cm0500100 ac adapter 5vdc 1000ma used,.


